Urban school reform in

Lawrence
Massachusetts

Pioneering the “open architecture” model

April 2014

May 2012
Department of Elementary
& Secondary Education approves
Lawrence Turnaround Plan;
independent poll shows more
than two-thirds of LPS parents
support the plan

Spring 2012
Receiver’s Review evaluates out lowestperforming principals and teachers
Empower Schools partners with receiver
and commissioner on design and launch
of Lawrence turnaround

January 2010
Passage of Achievement Gap Act,
a new Massachusetts law giving
significant authority to the
commissioner in cases of
chronic underperformance

January 2012
Massachusetts Education
Commissioner Mitchell Chester
appoints Jeffrey Riley as Receiver
for the Lawrence Public Schools (LPS)

September 2013
The Achievement Network
expands to work with ~85%
of K– 8 schools

June 2013
Central office reduction of
over 25%, pushing $1.6
million down to schools

February 2013
First Acceleration Academy
launched to work with most
at-risk students; program
continues over April school
vacation and serves more
than 15% of all students

School year 2012–2013 MCAS
results released showing
promising gains
Guilmette Elementary and
Wetherbee join Frost Middle
and South Lawrence East
Elementary schools as top
performing in the state; 31%
of students now enrolled in
high quality schools

Timeline of Events
November 2011
Board of Elementary
& Secondary Education
declares Lawrence Public
Schools “chronically
underperforming”

August 2012
Unlocking Potential, The Community Group,
and Spark Academy begin operating 3 of the
lowest-performing schools
Phoenix Academy opens a new school to
target high school dropouts and those at
risk for leaving school
MATCH Education begins in-school-day
tutoring at 2 of the lowest-performing
high schools

September 2012
The Achievement Network
begins working with 9 schools
to use data to improve instruction

July 2013
New “terms and conditions”
established enabling working
conditions to be set at the
school level
New teacher compensation
model launched to reward
teachers for performance
and to create opportunities
for expanded leadership

April 2014
District and the
teachers’ union
ratify contract to
collaboratively
advance reforms

August 2013
Unlocking Potential begins operating a
2nd school; Lawrence Teachers’ Union
(AFT) opens Oliver Partnership School
All LPS grades 1–8 open with expanded day

November 2012
The National Center on Time & Learning begins
working with all elementary and middle schools
to add an additional 200–300 hours per school
year for all students

All LPS teachers placed on new career
ladder & expanded-learning-time
(ELT) stipend system

In 2011, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts took over the public
school system in Lawrence, the state’s poorest city, where nearly half
of all students were failing to graduate on time and achievement
scores were among the lowest in the state. The objective was bold: to
use the broad powers of a newly-enacted state law to turn around
a “chronically underperforming” system and create a new model
for education reform with empowered schools at the center. Today,
the dramatic turnaround in Lawrence—created with an “open
architecture” framework for school-by-school transformation—has
begun to yield positive results. This case study takes you inside the
first 18 months of Lawrence’s turnaround.
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Reimagining Urban
District Improvement
Across the 33 district schools in Lawrence, Massachusetts, it is not
uncommon to encounter different school types and vastly different
approaches for increasing student achievement. “The idea that
everyone has to march in lockstep—this top-down, one-size-fits-all
approach that we’ve seen in urban education reform—doesn’t work,”
says Jeff Riley, the state-appointed receiver and superintendent
who took over Lawrence’s troubled school district in January 2012.
Now, Lawrence’s school-by-school turnaround approach is
beginning to show promise.
In 2011, results on state exams
showed that just 11 percent of the
students at the Leonard Middle
School were proficient in math and
only 36 percent were proficient in
English. Unlocking Potential (UP),
a proven school operator, set out
to catalyze transformative change.
Today, while the school’s students
and facility remain the same, nearly

A traditional district school, the
Guilmette Elementary recently
climbed from among the state’s
lowest-performing schools to reach
Level 1 status1—the state’s top
accountability designation. Guilmette
students have an hour a day of smallgroup tutoring—or, for those who are
doing well, accelerated studies. On
Fridays, students receive 2.5 hours

everything else has changed—its
leadership, teachers, expectations,
climate, schedule, and results.
After just one year in operation,
students at UP Academy Leonard
tripled the math proficiency rate
and demonstrated double-digit
proficiency gains in English language
arts (ELA).
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“The idea that everyone has to march
in lockstep—this top-down, onesize-fits-all approach that we’ve
seen in urban education reform—
doesn’t work,” says Jeff Riley, the
state-appointed receiver and
superintendent of Lawrence Public
Schools. “Educators need freedom
and flexibility to run schools.”

of enrichment (including karate,

work in small groups on specific skills

yoga, cooking, and athletics), while

including math, English, computer

teachers spend those 2.5 hours in job-

programming, and robotics. In their

embedded professional development

first year, Spark’s fifth graders had

(including data analysis, curriculum
development, and common planning).
Three times a day, the 256 students

Lawrence is pioneering a new “open architecture”
district improvement model
Two distinct urban district
improvement models
pursued to date

above-average growth in math,
compared to other schools in

Traditional

the state.

“Top down”: better
management of powerful
central office with more
effective tools
District operates all
schools in the system

at the new Spark Academy break
up their 8-hour school day with
exercise, soccer, running, and step
dancing. The students also have
breakfast, lunch, and dinner at the
school on the South Lawrence East
Campus. Then, during the last hour
of their expanded day, Spark students

1 Massachusetts provides a common accountability
system for all district and charter schools and evaluates
schools and districts on a four-year trend placing them
in one of five accountability and assistance levels (1-5),
with the highest-performing in Level 1 and the lowestperforming in Level 5. These levels are determined by
factors, including scoring and growth on Massachusetts
Comprehensive Assessment System (MCAS) tests in
ELA, math, and science, cohort graduation rates, and
annual dropout rates. http://www.doe.mass.edu/apa/
accountability/default.html

Portfolio
“Autonomy for accountability”:
central office is arms-length
authorizer of autonomous
schools
District provides limited
services and supports and
does not operate schools

Educators are looking at schools
themselves as the unit of change.
They believe that district-wide
success can occur only by focusing
on what it takes to achieve success
separately at each individual school.

Open Architecture
New hybrid approach where
a mix of traditional district
schools and outside school
operators exist on a “level
playing field” with the same
autonomies
District authorizes outside
school operators and
provides flexible supports
to schools using “guided
autonomy”

SCHOOLS
AT THE CENTER
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Over the past few decades, the

school. Although a growing number of

problem of failing urban school

individual schools have shown that they

districts has emerged at the forefront

can effectively close the achievement

of debates over how to improve

gap—usually when empowered with

education in our country. Increasingly,

full decision-making authority over

education innovators are looking

their program and resources—there

at schools themselves as the unit of

is a limited understanding of how to

change. These educators believe that

transform an entire low-performing,

district-wide success can occur only by

high-poverty school district so that

focusing on what it takes to achieve

strong student achievement becomes

success separately at each individual

the rule, not the exception.

Lawrence vision is to attract and support high-performing,
autonomous schools of all types
GOAL: RADICALLY IMPROVED STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT

1st year: double number of schools with SGP*>50
3rd year: break into top 5 Gateway districts
5th year: eliminate the achievement gap

conditions

services & supports

“charter-like flexibilities”

“guided autonomy”

working conditions set at
school level, equitable per
pupil funding, common
enrollment policies

menu of options for
academic and operational
services, including
outsourced providers

2 The Center for Reinventing Public Education (CRPE)
describes portfolio management as an emerging
strategy in public education. Built around seven key
components, the strategy creates diverse options for
families in disadvantaged neighborhoods by opening
new high-performing, autonomous schools; giving all
schools control of budgeting and hiring; and holding
schools accountable to common performance standards.
http://www.crpe.org/portfolio

AUTONOMOUS HIGH-PERFORMING SCHOOLS ON LEVEL PLAYING FIELD
*Student Growth Percentile (SGP) is an index that compares yearly growth in individual student scores
on the state assessment (MCAS) against those of other students with similar testing backgrounds

steps toward transferring autonomy

and Michigan, are implementing
“carve out” approaches, which enable

and autonomy at each school and

and resources to schools in exchange

the development of a brand-new

permanently reducing the scope

for accountability, primarily under
the “portfolio” umbrella, developed

district for the lowest-performing

of the central office. In the open

schools, thereby side-stepping

architecture model, the district

by the Center for Reinventing Public

the complexity of managing the

sets a limited number of baseline

Education (CRPE).2 The leading

transition from an existing to a

policies across the school system—

A handful of districts have taken

focuses on building leadership

example of the portfolio approach

future system.

including common enrollment, fair

is New Orleans, which created the

The new “open architecture” model

funding, and access to facilities.

conditions for change by dissolving

being developed in Lawrence

Schools control their own budgets,

the traditional district structure and

represents a third way between the

set the curriculum, determine the

establishing a system of charter

traditional school district model and

schedule, manage staffing, and run

schools. Some states, like Tennessee

the charter school model. This model

professional development. A lean
4

Guiding principles of the
“Open Architecture” Model
There are great schools
of all types
Great schools have great
teachers and leaders
Educators need freedom
and flexibility to run schools
A lean, customer serviceoriented central office
can support the creation
and development of
great schools

central office supports the district’s
schools by providing foundational
services (such as operational and
compliance support), as well as
facilitating customized supports for
each school based on their ability to
deliver strong results.
An important feature of Lawrence’s
open architecture model is that it
accommodates both traditional and
contract school operators as part of

a single district. Lawrence contract
schools are run by proven providers
that have successful track records
of operating charter or turnaround
schools in Massachusetts. These
schools are part of the district as a
whole, and they operate as unionized,
neighborhood schools with no lottery.
Within the open architecture model,
all schools in the district—traditional
and contract—can set their own
academic program and working

conditions, enabling them to access
flexibilities previously available only
to charter schools.
According to state education
commissioner Mitchell Chester, “The
case in Lawrence is a radical change
from the way we typically do business.
Lawrence aims to tip the district one
school at a time, rather than provide a
one-size-fits-all solution.”

Lawrence is accelerating student learning district-wide
in both ELA and math as measured by SGP

“The case in Lawrence is a radical
change from the way we typically
do business. Lawrence aims to
tip the district one school at
a time, rather than provide a
one-size-fits-all solution.”

Math SGP is highest
ever recorded in district

60

+17 pts

SGP Score

50

+4 pts
ELA SGP
reversed a
multi-year
decline
over past
3 years

40
30

mitchell chester, commissioner, massachusetts
department of elementary & secondary education

20
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2011

2012

2013

school holding the state’s highest,
“Level 1” designation, or operated
evaluate the Lawrence template for
by a partner, reflecting the district’s
district turnaround, early indicators
emphasis on a mix of independent
are promising. After several years
school operators and their schoolof declining growth scores in
by-school turnaround strategy. This
English language arts (ELA) on the
approach is gaining momentum
Massachusetts Comprehensive
outside of the district as well. In
Assessment System (MCAS), Lawrence
January 2014, Lawrence received
scores rose slightly following the first
national recognition as one of only
full year of receivership. Math growth
a handful of cities selected by the
reached the highest level in district
Gates Foundation to build on
history—and was the highest of any
their plans for collaboration
“
”
of the 26 similar Gateway Cities in
between public charter and district
3
Massachusetts this year. Today, four
public schools.
times as many Lawrence students
3 Gateway Cities are mid-sized urban centers that

18 months into the Lawrence turnaround, four
times as many students are enrolled in a Level 1
or “Partner” school

Although it is premature to fully

as before (31 percent of all students
in the district) are now enrolled in a

State
Accountability
Level		

anchor regional economies around the state of
Massachusetts. http://www.massinc.org/Programs/
Gateway-Cities/About-the-Gateway-Cities.aspx

Four times as many Lawrence students
as before (31 percent of all students
in the district) are now enrolled in
a school holding the state’s highest,
‘Level 1’ designation, or operated
by a partner.

Number
of Schools
Jan 2012

Students
Served

Number
of Schools
Sept 2013

Students
Served

Level 1

7%

17%

Level 2

4%

4%

Level 3

61%

44%

UP UP CG

Level 4
18%
24%
OP SP
		
(13%)

Insufficient
Data
10%
11%
PH
		
(1%)
Total students served
by Level 1 and “Partner”
schools

31%

Turnaround and new schools (“Partners”)
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UP

Unlocking Potential

CG

Community Group

PH

Phoenix Academy (New)

OP

Oliver Partnership

SP

Spark
School phasing out

Lawrence MA, a culturally-rich
city with a historically challenged
school system

~77,000 residents
30 miles north of Boston
one of the first planned cities
$17,068 per capita income
one of the lowest of any MA city
Dubbed the Immigrant City,
with a majority Dominican/ Puerto
Rican population

~13,500 students
87% Low-income
90% Hispanic

Lawrence Snapshot

75% First language
not English (24% LEP)

Around the turn of the 20th century,

the 2010 – 11 school year and over

“proof of the possible” for Lawrence

Lawrence was a booming mill

50 percent of Lawrence students

town. Today, it is among the poorest

failing to graduate within four years.

children. As then newly-elected
Mayor William Lantigua observed:
“I have long listened to the single
parent theories and the so-called
trouble neighborhood excuses. The
same children of the same single
parents are excelling in the halls of
Bellisini and Esperanza Academy,
Community Day and Family
Development Charter schools,
along with Notre Dame Academy,
all in our great city of Lawrence.”

communities in the state by
many measures.

In November 2011, state education
leaders moved to take over the

Since 1990, the Lawrence Public

entire district using the sweeping

Schools (LPS) has been on the state’s

authority of a previously untested

watch list. By 2011, Lawrence’s

2010 education reform law. The

already low achievement scores had

move offered a dramatic response

plummeted, with three-quarters of

to sentiments being expressed by

LPS students experiencing declines

Lawrence residents who pointed to

on the statewide MCAS test during

non-district schools in the city as
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20% Special education
(vs. 17% statewide)

33 schools
PRE-RECEIVERSHIP
Student performance at bottom
1% of MA districts in 2011
52% graduated high school
in 4 years
2011 MCAS proficient or higher:
29% Math
41% English Language Arts
(ELA)

Aligned
Leadership
As Massachusetts Commissioner for

opportunity to leverage the new

80 percent, and, additionally, the

the Department of Elementary &

school’s eighth graders outperformed

Secondary Education (ESE), Mitchell

law’s ability to help transform an
entire district. “We would not have

the statewide proficiency average in

Chester leads the highest-performing

taken this on if we didn’t have the

math by 8 points.

state in the nation. At the same time,

conviction that, short of receivership,

Massachusetts is also home to a

the likelihood of turning things

number of underperforming schools
and districts and traditional school

around in the Lawrence school district
was slim to none,” the commissioner

turnaround interventions have yielded

told CommonWealth Magazine,

mixed results.

which examined the Lawrence effort

A bold educator relentlessly

Riley attributes much of the
impressive turnaround he oversaw
at the Edwards to proven practices
adopted by high-performing schools
elsewhere—featuring great teaching,
expanded learning time, intensive

as it was getting underway in 2012.

use of student assessment data, and

searching for new tools and

To lead the effort, the commissioner

higher expectations for student

incentives to support the lowest-

needed a colleague who shared

achievement. He also acknowledges

performing schools and districts,

his conviction and vision. Jeff Riley,

having spent much of his own time

Chester was buoyed when Governor

formerly principal of a successful

and energy as principal maneuvering

Deval Patrick and the Massachusetts

school turnaround and then

around some of the top-down

Legislature enacted an education bill

central office leader in the Boston

in 2010 to overhaul failing schools

Public Schools, was a particularly

structure of the school system’s
control. “I often felt the central office

and districts, aligning the state with

compelling candidate.

State education commissioner
Mitchell Chester and Lawrence
receiver Jeff Riley recognized the
potential of even the most trouble
schools to generate their own
improvements, if they can be freed to
develop creative approaches and held
accountable for student outcomes.

was an impediment rather than a
support,” he acknowledges today.

Undeterred, Riley accepted. Like

Edwards Middle School in Boston,

Riley carefully weighed the offer to

of even the most troubled schools to

When Lawrence Mayor William

Riley had forged an impressive track

generate their own improvements, if

Lantigua turned to the state for

record. He cut the gap between

become Lawrence’s first receiver.
“Most people told me not to do it,”

support, Chester viewed the

his students’ English proficiency

challenge as an unprecedented

rates and the statewide average by

the then new federal approach
to turnarounds.

As principal of the Clarence R.

he later recounted, “because they
felt the district was too far gone.”
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Chester, he recognized the potential

they can be freed to develop creative
approaches and held accountable for
student outcomes.

Receivership established unprecedented flexibilities for rapid improvement
of the school system, without additional funding

Receivership
Authority
As state appointed receiver, Riley
reports directly to state education
commissioner Chester and is vested
with the powers of the superintendent

District Governance

Collective Bargaining

• Receiver is vested with the
powers of the Superintendent
and School Comittee

• Receiver can limit, suspend
or change one or more
provisions of any contract
or collective bargaining
agreement

• Receiver reports directly to the
Commissioner of Elementary &
Secondary Education

and school committee. Together, the

Staffing and School Design
• Receiver can require that all
staff in the district reapply for
their positions, reserving full
discretion over rehiring
• Receiver can extend the
school day or year across
the district

commissioner and the receiver are
empowered to take all appropriate
steps necessary to support the

The 2010 Achievement Gap Act enabled Massachusetts state takeover of “chronically underperforming” school districts.
Lawrence was the first district to enter receivership in 2011.

goals of the Lawrence turnaround—
including the freedom to change the
district’s policies and past agreements,

partnerships already successfully at

records over decades of operation.

hastened the pre-conditions for

the ability to amend or suspend

work in Lawrence. For example, two

Collectively, these traditional district

success in Lawrence— working with

one or more provisions of collective

traditional district schools—Frost

state and district leaders to produce

bargaining agreements, and the

Middle School and South Lawrence

schools and independent charter
schools demonstrated “proof of the

the district’s turnaround plan, raising

East Elementary School—had earned

possible” for all Lawrence children.

local philanthropic support, linking

Level 1 standing from the state prior

Riley knew he could employ many

option to require all staff in the district
to reapply for their positions.

LPS with external partners, and
recruiting the redesign team for the

Rather than take a drastic approach

to receivership, proving that they

to district turnaround, Riley has

could be successful despite existing

chosen a more measured path. He
began with a “Receiver’s Review”

constraints. Additionally, two charter

Edwards Middle School, and that

Council (DMC), a management

school operators in Lawrence—The

he could draw upon support from

consulting firm, supported the early

to learn about the strengths and

Community Group and Lawrence

key partners and advisors from the

implementation phase until the

weaknesses of the district in greater

Family Development—were among

extensive greater Boston education

new redesign team was in place,

depth. Through this process, Riley

the strongest in the state, having

ecosystem. From the start, strategic

and today, DMC continues to add

found several individual examples

also earned Level 1 standing

advisor Empower Schools, a Boston-

capacity to the district in a variety

of strong schools and outside

by establishing successful track

based nonprofit, strengthened and

of areas.

of the strategies he had used
so effectively as principal of the
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district. The District Management

Thoughtful
Implementation
One of the biggest challenges in turning around an existing
system is determining the right pace and sequence for
implementing reforms. Considering the wide range of
necessary reforms in Lawrence, Receiver Jeff Riley prioritized
changes that would promote dramatic shifts for the most
struggling schools, along with changes that would directly help
students. Initially, he kept the central office operations intact.
“It seems like they’ve been very
thoughtful about how to sequence
this, not trying to do too much in
the first year so that nothing gets
done well,” commented Andrew
Rotherham, a former federal
education official who now works at
Bellwether Education Partners and
was part of a meeting in Boston in
the spring of 2012 with local and
national education reform leaders
who shared ideas for Lawrence with
Chester and Riley.

DIVERSIFYING
SCHOOL OPERATORS
Riley believed it was both urgent

would serve as models for other

and justified to take radical action

schools in the district.

at Lawrence’s lowest-performing

As contracted school operators,

schools and successfully persuaded

the Community Group, Unlocking

proven school operators and
leadership teams to help within weeks

Potential, and Phoenix Academy

of becoming receiver. In addition

have no lottery, accept all students

to infusing new energy where it was

in their zone (including large

needed most, Riley also knew that the

contingents of English-language

innovative, independent operators

learners and students with
10

“It seems like they’ve been
very thoughtful about how
to sequence this, not trying
to do too much in the first
year so that nothing gets done
well,” commented Andrew
Rotherham, a former federal
and state education official.

disabilities), and comply with districtwide expulsion policies. At Spark
Academy and the Oliver Partnership
School, Riley established, a
“strategic staffing initiative,” where,
rather than contracting with an
outside entity, the district assigned
highly-skilled principals and teachers
to turnaround these persistently lowperforming schools.
Today, the following five “partners”
operate six innovative school models
in Lawrence:
The Community Group, an
independent, nonprofit provider of
early education services and charter
school operator in Lawrence, has
a strong track record of success
serving local students over decades
of operation. In the 2011 – 12 school
year, 100 percent of the sixth-grade

Five partners operating six schools
		
Background

Proven middle 		 Managed 6th		
school turnaround		 grade at Level 4		
provider in Boston		 Leonard Middle		
					
Proven alternative 		
high school charter		
provider in Chelsea		
			

Proven teacher		
team with unique		
Spark
Academy
fitness model		
			

Expanded to serve full
Leonard 6th–8th grades
Managing 6th grade
of Level 4 Oliver

Opened new		 Expanded school
school in		 enrollment this year
LPS serving
125 students

Managed 5th		
grade of Level 4		
South Lawrence		
East Middle 		

Expanded to 5th–6th
grades at SLEM
(phasing in one
grade/year)

Core district partner N/A		 Managing 1st–
				 5th grades of
				 Level 4 Oliver

Prospect, one of the group’s three
charter schools, received proficient

in the lowest 20th percentile in both

or higher scores on the MCAS tests

reading and math, student growth

in ELA and math. While state testing

more than doubled in reading and

does not begin until the third grade

math over the course of the year.

in Massachusetts, NWEA MAP4
assessments indicated that even
as 42 percent of Community Day
began the 2012 – 2013 school year

School Year
2013 – 14

Proven early		 Managed K–1		 Expanded to serve
childhood and		 at Level 4		 full K–4 Arlington
charter provider		Arlington		Elementary
in Lawrence		 Elementary

students at Community Day –

students at Arlington Elementary

School Year
2012 – 13

4 Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) develops
Measures of Academic Progress (MAP), or interim
assessments, for primary grades: http://www.nwea.org.
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Total
Schools

Students
Served

2

482

1

170

1

548

1

256

1

461		

Students are now approaching
statewide proficiency rates

61%

56%

19%
2012

Leonard
Middle
School

same grade. (UP’s Boston campus

more when they raise their heart

was the only school to score higher.)

rate by exercising before sitting in a
classroom.” Spark’s fifth graders had

Phoenix Academy, a nonprofit
charter management organization

State average

In one
year, math
proficiency
rates at UP
Academy
Leonard have
tripled

496 schools in the state serving the

students to learn,” says Qazilbash.
“Research has found that kids learn

highest growth rate among all

2013

UP Academy
Leonard

based in Chelsea, MA, opened a new

there is no principal; teachers Sarah
Lynch and Nancy Parchuke are the
school’s “co-leaders.” Decisions
on curriculum, instruction, and

above average growth on the MCAS

assessments are made by a seven-

in math compared to other schools

member team of educators elected

in the state.

alternative high school in Lawrence

neighborhood and community. Today,

by their peers. The school has added

to target the city’s recent drop-

The Oliver Partnership School is run

additional math and ELA coaches

outs and those at risk for leaving

by the Lawrence Teachers’ Union

and more staff to support English

school, including pregnant and

(the local affiliate of the American

language learners. A new director

parenting teens. Sixty-one percent

Federation of Teachers). The union

of community outreach works to

of Phoenix graduates overcome

approached Receiver Riley about

strengthen partnerships with groups

these significant obstacles in order to

designing a new type of school

like the YMCA, the Boys Club, and the

attend college. Modeled on its first

for the Oliver—one that would be

Lawrence History Center.

school in Chelsea—a charter school

supported by a wide array of partners

with proficiency rates that far surpass

and reinvigorated with a sense of

the Chelsea school district and
where almost two-thirds of graduates
attend college—Phoenix Academy

Unlocking Potential (UP), a highperforming, nonprofit school
turnaround operator based in Boston,
has contracted with Lawrence to turn
around two schools. After just one
full year in operation, students at UP
Academy Leonard demonstrated
tremendous growth on the state’s
MCAS test. Sixth graders achieved
double-digit proficiency gains on
the ELA assessments, and math
proficiency rates soared from 19
percent to 56 percent—the second

After just one full year in operation,
students at UP Academy Leonard
achieved the second-highest growth
rate among all 496 schools in the
state serving the same grade.

offers rigorous coursework and
extensive student support.
Spark Academy was launched at the
South Lawrence East Middle School
by two educators from the Edwards
Middle School in Boston. After
studying programs across the country
that blend exercise and academics,
veteran educator Kevin Qazilbash
and rising star Sarah Peteraf
designed their own variation on that
model. “This is the optimum way for
12

EMPOWERING DISTRICT
SCHOOLS AND SUPPORTING
STUDENTS
While Riley moved quickly to
attract proven partners and identify
additional school leaders to help
address the lowest-performing
schools, the main test facing the
turnaround leadership was how
to support the transformation of
the majority of remaining schools
in the district. The redesign team
introduced the concept of “guided
autonomy”—varying the levels of
central office support based on the
strength of school leadership and
performance. During the first
18 months, the turnaround leadership
focused on the following areas:
Identifying and Supporting
Great Teachers and Leaders
Assessing and improving the district’s
school-level talent was an immediate
priority. Under the state turnaround
law, Riley could have required staff
at all levels to re-apply for their jobs.
Instead, he spent considerable
time reviewing data and observing
teaching. Riley has said the majority
of LPS teachers are “great, good, or
working hard to improve” and only
targeted a small number in an initial

“Receiver’s Review” of teachers in the
district. “I’m not sure that Lawrence

“It will take a while for me to
completely internalize that
nothing is off the table. In the
past we’ve had many boundaries
and parameters to consider while
planning, and our plan wasn’t
completely our design. The receiver
is challenging us to be 100 percent
accountable, resulting in more
thoughtful and creative plans
designed to truly meet our needs.”

teachers had been given a broad
framework for good teaching and
high expectations,” Riley now says.
To build this understanding, he and
his team set clear expectations at
the outset and highlighted examples
of great teaching and learning
across the district. By the start of
the 2012 – 13 school year, nearly
50 percent of Lawrence’s principals
and 20 percent of its assistant
principals had been replaced.
Approximately one-third of the
roughly 1,200 teachers in Lawrence
were new to the school district.
Through his own experience, Riley
has come to believe that existing
district schools can achieve success
if educators understand how to
effectively take advantage of new
autonomies that leverage proven
practices of successful schools.
For school leaders, learning how
to capitalize on these autonomies
requires an entrepreneurial mindset—
one that is not often developed
through traditional teacher and
leadership training. For this reason,

colleen lennon, principal, emily g. wetherbee school
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Key Lawrence Turnaround School-based Partners
The Achievement Network (ANet) working with
85% of K-8 Lawrence schools to raise student
achievement through an integrated model that
includes leadership team coaching, Common
Core support, and data analysis tools

Riley and his team helped school

add 200-300 additional hours to

leaders better understand the extent
of their autonomy through “learning

the school year. Expanding time for

walks” and optional training sessions.

centrally-mandated interventions

LPS also deepened a previously

in the Lawrence turnaround plan;

existing partnership with Teach For

however how to best implement

America (TFA), a national program

this mandate has been determined

that trains recent college graduates

by each school. Supported by

The National Center on Time & Learning (NCTL)
expanding learning time by 200–300 hours per
school per year for all K-8 students and supporting
professional development

learning has been one of the only
Teach For America (TFA) helping to infuse the
district with new talent; 12 school leaders and more
than 60 teachers (corps members and alumni)

MATCH Education providing in-school-day
professional tutoring in mathematics to 550
9th and 10th graders

to work in low-income school districts, the National Center on Time &
to help recruit and train both new

Learning, the national leader in

and experienced talent. At the

helping schools and districts

principal level, LPS partnered with

redesign the school day, Lawrence’s

Building Excellent Schools to offer

school principals have engaged

year-long training for current and

faculty, staff, parents, students, and

aspiring school leaders.

members of their communities to

Additional Time to
Reimagine the School Day

Building Excellent Schools providing yearlong
training for 8 current school leaders and
coaching 2 aspiring leaders who are working
on their principal licensure

determine how to use the additional
learning time. Schools prioritized
adding targeted intervention time

Drawing on national research

for struggling students, integrating

documenting the impact of

community partners to broaden and

additional time for learning, teaching,

diversify enrichment opportunities

enrichment, and professional

available to students during a longer

development, LPS required all

day, and adding common planning

elementary and middle schools to

time for teachers.
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Harnessing Data
to Drive Practice

MATCH Education helped record the greatest one-year change
in Massachusetts history (52 points) as measured by SGP
80

receivership, many Lawrence teachers
did not have access to, or experience
Student learning data is now

for its leadership in supporting schools
with formative assessments and
standards-based instruction. ANet
now helps Lawrence schools regularly

SGP Score

Network (ANet), a nonprofit recognized

of the district’s lowest-performing
Math SGP:
the greatest
one-year
change in
Massachusetts
history

50
40
30

and principals. Lawrence educators
also have access to ANet’s Common
Core resources and professional

schools. During the 2012 – 13
school year, MATCH tutors helped
to raise SGP at BMF by 52 points,
the largest one year change in
Massachusetts history.
Dropout recovery
Outreach to dropouts by Lawrence

20

central office staff, who have personally

10

connected with over 160 dropouts,
helped reduce the dropout rate from

collect and analyze student-level data
and provides coaching to teachers

students at Business Management
and Finance High School (BMF), two

60

widely regarded as a key driver of

Riley brought in the Achievement

+52 pts

70

using, data to improve instruction.

With data needs in mind, Receiver

for 300 students at Lawrence’s
International High School and for 250

Prior to the state’s takeover through

performance in successful schools.

provided in-school-day math tutoring

2010

2011

2012

2013

Students at BMF High School outperformed 75% of their peers in high school math

8.6 percent in the 2011 – 12 school year
to 5.9 percent in the 2012 – 13 school
year. The graduation rate increased

momentum, the Lawrence

vacations, exemplary teachers from

by more than 8 percent during the

turnaround team also made sure

Lawrence and around the country

same period.

to drive immediate and direct

work closely with LPS students. During

interventions at the student level.

each week of these academies in

After-School Enrichment

As a district of 13,000 students,
LPS has successfully reached large

2013, nearly 1,000 students received
a “booster shot” of learning—the

numbers of the most at-risk students

equivalent of a month of core subject

Providing Individualized

in a short period of time through the

instruction in one week.

Student Supports

following programs:

serve to motivate and engage
students. “These are things that

High-Dosage tutoring

suburban kids take for granted, but

While adding new school operators

Acceleration Academies

Match Education, a leading provider

and transforming existing schools

In these week-long, small group

of tutoring programs and high-

aren’t widely available to Lawrence
students,” says Riley. “I believe they

requires several years to build

classes over winter and spring

performing charter school operator,

offer essential lessons for life.”

development opportunities. During
the 2013 – 14 school year, ANet is
coaching teachers in approximately
85 percent of the district’s elementary
and middle schools to target and
individualize instruction.
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New and expanded offerings for
students in arts and athletics, such
as intramural middle school sports,

Reinvention of District
Structure and Systems
Although the Lawrence turnaround plan called for redefining the role of
the central office and the reinvention of district-wide systems, Receiver Jeff
Riley did not disrupt much of the existing structure and policies before
June 2013, which was well into his tenure. During the first 18 months of
receivership, the Redesign Team gained deeper insight into the aspects
of the existing district structure that were working well and began to lay the
groundwork for a leaner central office and smarter policies and systems.
“Our focus has been on increasing

develop great schools for students.

district’s central academic team was

school autonomy, pushing resources

Our job is to make it as easy for them
as possible.”

reduced to four full-time employees.

to the school and student level, and
increasing transparency about the
services provided by the central
office,” says Seth Racine, LPS Chief

This leaner team is responsible
primarily for coaching principals and

Reducing the Central Office and

leadership teams at the individual

Shifting Resources to Schools

schools, along with facilitating

Redesign Officer. However, Racine
emphasizes, “All of these efforts are

At the end of the first year of the

options for academic and operational

turnaround, the LPS central office

services. The district leadership

only tools we can give to talented

staff was reduced by over 25 percent,

further reinforced the defining idea

leaders and educators. Ultimately,

pushing an additional $1.6 million

that schools are at the center of the

they are the ones we’re relying on to

over to the schools. For example, the

system by reframing central office
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“All of these efforts are only tools
we can give to talented leaders
and educators. Ultimately, they
are the ones we’re relying on to
develop great schools for students.
Our job is to make it as easy for
them as possible.”
Seth Racine,
Chief Redesign Officer

“[U]sually…four leaders from the district talk to the four leaders from the
union and make all the district policy decisions top down. We’re diffusing
the power so that individual educators at individual schools are setting
the agenda—not a chosen few.”
jeff riley, receiver and superintendent, lawrence public schools

functions as service providers with a
“24-hour rule,” meaning central office
staff needs to respond to requests
from schools within 24 hours.
Maximizing Autonomy
for Schools
Across the district, Lawrence
established a process for working
conditions traditionally prescribed
in a union contract to instead be
set at the individual school level. As
of fall 2013, Lawrence schools have
had the ability to control their own
curriculum, staffing, schedule, budget,
and other school policies. The idea is
to create a new space that mixes the
flexibilities available to charter schools
with the traditional district structure
so that principals and teachers can
decide how best to meet the needs
of their students, rather than have

“one-size-fits-all” policies that apply
district-wide. The extent of this
autonomy means that while Unlocking
Potential requires an in-district charter
designation to have the needed
flexibilities to operate their schools in
Boston, they (and charter operators
Community Day and Phoenix
Academy) have sufficient flexibility
under LPS rules to not need any such
carve out.

turnaround. This commitment was
critical because, even as the district
engaged in sensitive discussions
with the teachers’ union, Riley knew
the autonomous school model relies
heavily on teacher empowerment
and engagement. As he explains:
“The way district-union relationships
usually work is that the four leaders
from the district talk to the four
leaders from the union and make
all the district policy decisions top-

Engaging
with teachers

down. We’re diffusing the power so
that individual educators at individual

Throughout his receivership, Riley has
looked for opportunities to directly
engage teachers in the turnaround.
For example, the 100 educators who
voluntarily applied and were selected
for the new Teacher Leader Cabinet
(TLC) meet monthly with Riley to
discuss the vision and progress of the

schools are setting the agenda—not
a chosen few.”
Perhaps the biggest breakthrough
came in April 2014 when the district
and the teachers’ union reached an
agreement to reinforce the reforms of
the turnaround while collaboratively
17

advancing them. Lawrence Teachers
Union President Frank McLaughlin
commented, “The negotiation
process is a give-and-take on both
sides. We want to see children and
the school system move ahead.”
Lawrence Mayor Rivera concurred:
“This agreement provides another
ray of hope on our work to make
Lawrence better, and goes to show
that educational innovation and
organized labor in our public schools
are not mutually exclusive.”
Revamping Teacher Compensation
across the District
After speaking with national experts
and examining career ladder models
from other districts, LPS launched
a new teacher career ladder in July
2013 to compensate teachers based
on performance, as opposed to years

of service and education. Lawrence

Engaging

“People showed up in droves,” Cote

teachers can now reach the top

the Community

recounted. “The promise we made to

district pay level after just five years in
the classroom—when research shows
they hit their stride as educators. This

them that night was simple but very

Throughout the turnaround, both

profound: You send your student to

the receiver and the commissioner
meeting with dozens of community

our school and we will put them on a
path to college.”

partners, local colleges, business

These community outreach efforts

leaders, parents, and elected officials.

got the receivership off to a strong

maximum salaries, resulting in

Riley hired Nelson Butten, former

start—shortly after the release of the

increased potential lifetime earnings

head of Lawrence Community

turnaround plan, an independent

for teachers.

Works, a long-standing community

poll showed over two-thirds of LPS

development organization with deep

parents supported the reform, and

roots in Lawrence, to lead family

the momentum has largely continued.

system eliminates steps, lanes, and
automatic cost-of-living increases.
Further, the new system provides
more funds to raise starting and

Other elements of the new teacher
compensation system include the use
of a tiered system of stipends to pay
teachers for the 200-300 additional
hours added to the school year and
opportunities for teacher leadership
roles at the school and district levels.
Teachers in the Leader Cabinet are
compensated for their time and serve
in leadership roles at their individual
schools. Teachers selected for the
Sontag Prize in Urban Education

purposefully engaged the community,

When Lawrence’s new Mayor, Daniel
Rivera, was sworn into office in
January 2014, he was eager to support
the ongoing turnaround of the city’s
school district—even as he worked
to separate himself from his troubled
predecessor who played a role in
orchestrating the reforms. “Lawrence
is on the path to becoming a national
model for education reform through
the efforts of Receiver Jeff Riley and
his team,” said Rivera. “We are
excited about the promising
early results.”

and student engagement efforts.
His team is developing a Family
Welcome Center to forge stronger
connections between families
and the school community. This
center will ensure the appropriate
translation of district documents
and provide assistance with student
registration, adult education, and

“The promise we made to them that
night was simple but very profound:
You send your student to our school and
we will put them on a path to college.”

health and mental health services.

receive high-quality professional

Meanwhile, the operators of new

development from national experts

Lawrence schools embarked on

and a $3,000 stipend to work with

extensive outreach campaigns to let

struggling students during week-long

families know about their offerings.

Acceleration Academies over winter

Tyler Cote, founding principal of UP

and spring vacations. Almost every

Leonard, highlighted one of the initial

Lawrence teacher saw his or her pay

meetings for families in an interview

rise by an average of $3,000.

with CommonWealth Magazine.

tyler cote, founding principal, up leonard
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Challenges Ahead
Rapidly expanding the number
of high-performing schools
While the district’s dual strategy of
diversifying school operators and
transforming traditional district
schools is showing promise, LPS is in
the midst of a culture change—from
the old system, where schools were
directed centrally, to one where
schools sit at the center of the system
and have the flexibility to design
their own school models. One of the
biggest challenges in Lawrence’s
innovative “open architecture”
model is ensuring traditional school
personnel effectively take advantage
of autonomies and supports. Many
schools continue to have autonomy
by “default,” where educators and
staff technically have flexibilities
but have yet to fully understand or
implement them. Other schools have
absorbed significant new partners

but have not carved out effective

ahead. Addressing challenges at the

to include key provisions in each

roles for these partners or fully

high school, for example, is one of

teacher’s contract through the

integrated them into the school’s

the least developed elements of the

collective bargaining process. After

DNA. Identifying additional school

turnaround and will be an important

extensive discussions and more

leaders and proven partners to

focus in the next phase of reforms.

than three years without a contract,

operate underperforming schools

Cementing the changes long-term

remains challenging.

The Lawrence turnaround will take

a landmark agreement was met in
April 2014 that reinforces the features
critical to the turnaround while also

Maintaining urgency

at least five years, according to

Despite notable first-year

the commissioner of education.

performance gains, the ultimate

Riley’s initial contract, which is

goal of the turnaround is not for

renewable, expires in June 2015.

Lawrence to exceed its urban

A key component of the 2010

and support of school district staff,

peers, but to create schools that

Massachusetts state law is the

the union, students, families, and the

are on a par with Massachusetts

authority of the receiver and

community will be critical to success

suburban schools. Currently, many

commissioner to take all necessary

in Lawrence. As the district’s results

low-performing schools still persist

actions to implement the Lawrence

unfold over the next months and

in Lawrence, and so the challenge

turnaround plan, including overriding

years, state and local policymakers

remains to strike the balance

collective bargaining, if necessary.

may also need to play a role in

between ensuring that educators,

In order for the results of the

permanently cementing the changes.

students, and families understand the

turnaround to be sustainable beyond

commendable progress to date while

receivership, the district and the

also recognizing the tough work

union must come to an agreement
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providing the union and teachers
comfort on elements important to
them. The continued collaboration

Looking Forward

“Lawrence shows us that a paradigm shift in
district structure can yield significant results.
The implementation of Lawrence’s ‘open
architecture’ system provides a viable model
for replication in underperforming districts
throughout the Commonwealth.”
massachusetts representative alice peisch,
house chair of the joint committee on education
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Transforming an entire district from failing to high
performing has seldom—if ever—been done. The
turnaround work in Lawrence is one test case among
a small number of districts across the country
that are employing various models of reform.
Policymakers, education reformers, union leaders
and members, and concerned citizens across the
country are paying close attention to the efforts
there. If Lawrence succeeds in becoming a highachieving district, the open architecture model
and the policies that have enabled systemic change
could offer lessons for cities attempting similarly bold
approaches in Massachusetts, and perhaps beyond.
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